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open debate. In Red Hot Lies, bestselling author Christopher Horner-himself the target of Greenpeace dirty tricks and alarmist smears-exposes the dark underbelly of the environmental movement. Powerhungry politicians blacklist scientists who reject global warming
alarmism. U.S. senators threaten companies that fund climate change
dissenters. Mainstream media outlets openly reject the notion of
"balance." The occasional unguarded scientist candidly admits the need
to twist the facts to paint an uglier picture in order to keep the faucet of
government money flowing. In the name of "saving the planet," anything
goes. But why the nasty tactics? Why the cover ups, lies, and
intimidation? Because Al Gore and his ilk want to use big government at
the local, state, federal, and global level to run your life, and they can
brook no opposition. But the actual facts, as Red Hot Lies makes clear,
aren't nearly as scary as their fiction.
The Great Reset - Marc Morano 2022-08-30
Here is the antidote to the left's sinister push to use a worldwide crisis to
infuse our lives with the values of collasal statism and dystopian selfhatred, all accelerated by the duplicitous manipulation of the recent
pandemic. From the nationally best-selling author of The Politically
Incorrect Guide to Climate Change. Welcome to 2030. I own nothing,
have no privacy, and life has never been better. This is the vision of the
Great Reset, according to globalist leaders. While proponents of the
Great Reset push slogans like “Build Back Better,” “The Fourth
Industrial Revolution,” and “A New Normal,” the Reset is nothing short
of a rebranded Soviet system, threatening to strip away property rights,
restrict freedom of movement and association, and radically reshape our
diets and way of life. In The Great Reset: Global Elites and the
Permanent Lockdown, bestselling author and ClimateDepot.com
publisher, Marc Morano, unveils the origins of the Great Reset, who is
behind it, how it is being implemented, and how COVID-19 and the
alleged “climate emergency” accelerated its imposition on the United
States. Packed with telling statistics and damning quotes, The Great
Reset is the essential handbook for the public, the media, and activists on
how to critically analyze and expose the tyrannical policies silently
strangling our liberties today.
Merchants of Doubt - Naomi Oreskes 2011-05-31
Documents the troubling influence of a small group of scientists who the
author contends misrepresent scientific facts to advance key political and
economic agendas, revealing the interests behind their detractions on
findings about acid rain, DDT, and other hazards.
Summary of Marc Morano's The Politically Incorrect Guide to Climate
Change (The Politically Incorrect Guides) - Everest Media,
2022-05-02T22:59:00Z
Please note: This is a companion version & not the original book. Sample
Book Insights: #1 I am not a scientist, but I do regularly appear on
television to expose the unscientific claims about catastrophic man-made
climate change. I have spent the last twenty-five years in a variety of
disciplines, including as a working journalist, documentary maker, radio
talk show host, and author. #2 I am a climate skeptic, a doubter, and a
dissenter. I have been smeared as a denier. But I am not alone in my
skepticism. I work regularly with a large network of internationally
renowned scientists, many of them formerly of the United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. #3 I started out my
political life as an eleven-year-old volunteer for Ronald Reagan’s 1980
presidential campaign. I was not a fan of James Watt, Reagan’s Interior
secretary, as I was upset by his land-use policies and by what I perceived
to be his anti-environmental stances. #4 My documentary refuted the
myth that environmentalists and celebrities are the friends of indigenous
people. I spoke with the tribal leaders who have contempt for
environmental activists and celebrities because they feel exploited by
them.
Climate Confusion - Roy W. Spencer 2010
The current frenzy over global warming has galvanized the public and

The Politically Incorrect Guide to Science - Tom Bethell 2005-10-28
"If the globe is warming, is mankind responsible, or is the sun?" Such a
statement does not appear out of place in Bethell's entertaining account
of how modern science is politically motivated and in desperate need of
oversight. Bethell writes in a compulsively readable style, and although
he provides legitimate insight into the potential benefits of nuclear
power and hormesis, some readers will be turned off when he attempts
to disprove global warming and especially evolution. Throughout the
book, Bethell makes questionable claims about subjects as varied as
AIDS ("careful U.S. studies had already shown that at least a thousand
sexual contacts are needed to achieve heterosexual transmission of the
virus") and extinction ("It is not possible definitely to attribute any given
extinction to human activity"), and backs up his arguments with
references to the music magazine SPIN and thriller-writer Michael
Crichton. Ironically, Bethell ends up proving his own premise by
producing a highly politicized account of how liberal intellectuals and
unchecked government agencies have created a "white-coated
priesthood" whose lust for grant money has driven them to produce
fearsome (but in Bethell's view, false) tales of ozone destruction and
AIDS pandemics. In the end, this book is unlikely to sway readers who
aren't already in Bethell's ideological camp, as any points worthy of
discussion get lost in the glut of unsourced claims that populate this
latest installment of "The Politically Incorrect Guide" series.
The Thinking Person's Guide to Climate Change - Robert Henson
2019
"This book is derived from material originally published as The Rough
Guide to Climate Change."
The Politically Incorrect Guide to the Middle East - Martin Sieff
2008-01-27
Examines the Middle East from the decline of the Ottoman Empire to the
present, discussing such topics as the history of radical Islam, the
conflicts between the Arabs and Israelis, and political movements in Iran,
Iraq, and Saudi Arabia.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Real American Heroes - Brion
McClanahan 2012-11-13
Profiles heroic figures from the beginning of the United States' history to
the present whose contributions to society the author asserts have been
overshadowed by the actions of those the liberal media holds in high
esteem.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to the Great Depression and the
New Deal - Robert Murphy 2009-03-31
Provides irrefutable evidence that not only did government interference
with the market cause the Great Depression (and our current economic
collapse), but Herbert Hoover's and Franklin Delano Roosevelt's big
government policies afterwards made it much longer and much worse.-From publisher description.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Immigration - John Zmirak 2018-05-21
The crime statistics. The jobs. The inflated welfare state. The terror
threats. The Politically Incorrect Guide to Immigration shines cold light
on America's out-of-control immigration problem with real-life stories
and incontrovertible evidence.
Red Hot Lies - Christopher C. Horner 2008-11-11
Liars--Al Gore, the United Nations, the New York Times. The global
warming lobby, relentless in its push for bigger government, more
spending, and more regulation, will use any means necessary to scare
you out of your wits--as well as your tax dollars and your liberties--with
threats of rising oceans, deadly droughts, and unspeakable future
consequences of "climate change." In pursuing their anti-energy, anticapitalist, and pro-government agenda, the global warming alarmists-and unscrupulous scientists who see this scare as their gravy train to
federal grants and foundation money--resort to dirty tricks, smear
campaigns, and outright lies, abandoning scientific standards,
journalistic integrity, and the old-fashioned notions of free speech and
the-politically-incorrect-guide-to-global-warming
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cost taxpayers billons of dollars in federal expenditures for climate
research. It has spawned Hollywood blockbusters and inspired major
political movements. It has given a higher calling to celebrities and built
a lucrative industry for scores of eager scientists. In short, ending
climate change has become a national crusade. And yet, despite this
dominant and sprawling campaign, the facts behind global warming
remain as confounding as ever. In Climate Confusion, distinguished
climatologist Dr. Roy Spencer observes that our obsession with global
warming has only clouded the issue. Forsaking blindingly technical
statistics and doomsday scenarios, Dr. Spencer explains in simple terms
how the climate system really works, why man's role in global warming is
more myth than science, and how the global warming hype has corrupted
Washington and the scientific community. The reasons, Spencer explains,
are numerous: biases in governmental funding of scientific research, our
misconceptions about science and basic economics, even our religious
beliefs and worldviews. From Al Gore to Leonardo DiCaprio, the climate
change industry has given a platform to leading figures from all walks of
life, as pandering politicians, demagogues and biased scientists forge a
self-interested movement whose proposed policy initiatives could
ultimately devastate the economies of those developing countries they
purport to aid. Climate Confusion is a much needed wake up call for all
of us on planet earth. Dr. Spencer's clear-eyed approach, combined with
his sharp wit and intellect, bring transparency and levity to the issue of
global warming as he takes on wrong-headed attitudes and misguided
beliefs that have led to our state of panic. Climate Confusion lifts the
shroud of mystery that has hovered here for far too long and offers an
end to this frenzy of misinformation in our lives.
Unstoppable Global Warming - Siegfried Fred Singer 2007
Argues that global warming is a natural, cyclical phenomenon that has
not been caused by human activities and that its negative consequences
have been greatly overestimated.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Capitalism - Robert P. Murphy
2007-04-09
Most commonly accepted economic "facts" are wrong Here's the
unvarnished, politically incorrect truth. The liberal media and
propagandists masquerading as educators have filled the world--and
deformed public policy--with politically correct errors about capitalism
and economics in general. In The Politically Incorrect Guide(tm) to
Capitalism, myth-busting professor Robert P. Murphy, a scholar and
frequent speaker at the Ludwig von Mises Institute, cuts through all their
nonsense, shattering liberal myths and fashionable socialist cliches to set
the record straight.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Darwinism And Intelligent
Design - Jonathan Wells 2006-08-01
A non-technical analysis of the controversial culture war over Darwin
versus intelligent design states that there is no irrefutable evidence
supporting Darwinism, argues that Darwin-based theories that are
taught in school are not fact-based, and reveals how scientists at major
universities believe in intelligent design. Original.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to American History - Thomas E. Woods,
Jr. 2004-01-04
The bestselling Politically Incorrect Guide to American History reveals
facts that you won't be--or never were--taught in school, tells you about
the "Books You're Not Supposed to Read," and gives you all the
information you need to battle and confound left-wing professors,
neighbors, and friends.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Jihad - William Kilpatrick 2016-09-26
A book to challenge the status quo, spark a debate, and get people
talking about the issues and questions we face as a country!
The Politically Incorrect Guide to the British Empire - H. W.
Crocker, III 2011-10-24
Presents an irreverant and humorous look at the four-hundred-year
history of the British empire.
The Great Global Warming Blunder - Roy W. Spencer 2012
"The Great Global Warming Blunder provides a simple explanation for
why forecasts of a global warming Armageddon constitute a major
scientific faux pas: climate researchers have mixed up cause and effect
when they have analyzed cloud behavior. Combining illustrations from
everyday experience with state-of-the-art satellite measurements, Roy W.
Spencer reveals how these scientists have been fooled by Mother Nature
into believing that the Earth's climate system is very sensitive to
humanity's production of carbon dioxide through the use of fossil fuels.
He presents evidence that recent warming, rather than being the fault of
humans, is a result of chaotic, internal natural cycles that have been
causing periods of warming and cooling for thousands of years" --Cover,
the-politically-incorrect-guide-to-global-warming
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The Politically Incorrect Guide to Global Warming - Christopher C.
Horner 2007-01-01
An exposâe of some of the more controversial agendas behind global
warming argues that poor-quality science and dishonest politics are
contributing to the intentionally disporportionate and self-serving levels
of fear.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Islam (And the Crusades) - Robert
Spencer 2005-07-01
Presents a critical analysis of the differences between Christianity and
Islam and maintains that Islam contains a political agenda which
endorses violence and aggression against non-Muslims.
Green Fraud - Marc Morano 2021-03-23
Marc Morano’s analysis of the proposed Green New Deal is eye-opening
and damning. In his new book, Green Fraud: Why the New Green Deal Is
Even Worse than You Think, Morano exposes the program as a far-left
agenda filled with progressive policies disguised as a way to save the
planet. No matter what the environmental scare-of-the-day may be,
Morano says, the same solution is always proposed -- and that solution
should scare us. Morano clearly shows how the Green New Deal will lay
a path for “global governance,” resulting in less freedom, less
sovereignty, massive government bureaucracy, and significant, crippling
wealth redistribution. Drawing on past “new deals” to illustrate the
impact such “deals” have on the United States, Morano will explain how
FDR’s New Deal and Lyndon Johnson’s “Great Society” really impacted
American society. And this latest big government program is no different.
In Green Fraud, Morano reveals: How the Green New Deal’s objectives
extend far beyond the environment -- including free college; “healthy
food” for all; “safe, affordable, adequate housing” provided by the
government; and other far-left agenda items That in Europe, where
climate policies are years ahead of the United States, energy rationing,
low economic growth, and rising costs are leading to misery and even
death among Europeans How even Green New Deal allies such as the
New York Times and Washington Post have outed the legislation as a
wish-list of progressive policies How America can and must defeat the
Green New Deal and restore sanity to the climate and energy policy
discussion
Climate Change, Torn between Myth and Fact - Constantin
Cranganu 2021-07-16
This book is both a plea and an invitation to consider climate change
from a multi-faceted perspective, taking into account (geo)physical,
social, cultural, psychological, religious, mythological, economic, and
judicial viewpoints, among others. As such, it will serve as a useful and
necessary guide towards a better understanding of our own mental
structures and systems of preferences, ideologies, or beliefs.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to the Bible - Robert J. Hutchinson
2007-10-16
In the beginning, the Bible was regarded as the “Good Book,” but today
it is under relentless attack from left wing audiences, novelists, and
screenwriters to justify their own political agendas. But fear not: awardwinning religious journalist Robert J. Hutchinson refutes the mockers,
skeptics, and deniers in his new book, The Politically Incorrect Guide to
the Bible. Using historical evidence and thorough analysis, Hutchinson
not only proves the Bible to be true (and the liberal Left wrong), but also
takes the truth one step further–showing how the Bible built and shaped
Western civilization. The Bible is the source for the Western ideas of
justice, science, and democracy, Hutchinson argues, and without it,
Western civilization would not exist.
The Jane Austen Guide to Happily Ever After - Elizabeth Kantor
2012-04-02
Women today are settling for less than we want when it comes to men,
relationships, sex, and marriage. But we don’t have to, argues Elizabeth
Kantor. Jane Austen can show us how to find the love we really want.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Women, Sex And Feminism - Carrie L.
Lukas 2006-03-01
Argues that American feminism advocates values which do not take into
account some of the complexities of career, family, and sexuality faced by
women and that women need to make more informed choices using
factual evidence rather than ideology.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to English and American
Literature - Elizabeth Kantor 2006-11-13
What PC English professors don't want you to know...in Beowulf - If we
don't admire heroes, there's something wrong with us , in Chaucer:
Chivalry has contributed enormously to women's happiness, in
Shakespeare: Some choices are inherently destructive (it's just built into
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the nature of things) , in Milton: Our intellectual freedoms are Christian,
not anti-Christian, in origin , in Jane Austen: Most men would be
improved if they were more patriarchal than they actually are , in
Dickens: Reformers can do more harm than the injustices they set out to
reform , in T. S. Eliot: Tradition is necessary to culture, in Flannery
O'Connor: Even modern American liberals aren't immune to original sin .
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Communism - Paul Kengor
2017-10-02
A brand-new installment of the beloved Politically Incorrect Guide series!
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Communism is a fearless critique of
freedom's greatest ideological adversary, past and present.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Climate Change - Marc Morano
2018-02-26
"The climate scare ends with this book." —SEAN HANNITY "This book
arms every citizen with a comprehensive dossier on just how science,
economics, and politics have been distorted and corrupted in the name of
saving the planet." —MARK LEVIN Less freedom. More regulation.
Higher costs. Make no mistake: those are the surefire consequences of
the modern global warming campaign waged by political and cultural
elites, who have long ago abandoned fact-based science for dramatic
fearmongering in order to push increased central planning. The
Politically Incorrect Guide to Climate Change gives a voice -- backed by
statistics, real-life stories, and incontrovertible evidence -- to the millions
of "deplorable" Americans skeptical about the multibillion dollar "climate
change" complex, whose claims have time and time again been proven
wrong.
Inconvenient Facts - Gregory Wrightstone 2017-10-24
'Well researched, clearly written, beautifully presented and, above all,
fact-packed books such as Inconvenient Facts are absolutely essential to
the very survival of democracy, to the restoration of true science, and to
the ultimate triumph of objective truth.''-Christopher Monckton, Viscount
of Brenchley
Global Warming and Other Eco-myths - Ronald Bailey 2002
Includes essays by Nobel Laureate Dr. Norman E. Borlaug and other
noted scientists and scholars The modern environmental movement
began with the publication of three seminal works, Rachel Carson's
"Silent Spring, Paul Ehrlich's "The Population Bomb, and the Club of
Rome's "The Limits to Growth. These books' dismal visions of a poisoned,
over-populated, resource-depleted world spiraling down toward
environmental collapse are today's conventional wisdom. And every year
we hear about new "conclusive" reports from special interest groups
claiming that our atmosphere's temperatures are soaring, our air and
water are more polluted, our cities are more crowded, and our global
food supply is more precarious than ever before. However, according to
a number of leading scientists from around the world, members of the
environmental movement are guilty of twisting--sometimes
manufacturing--the facts in an effort to frighten people into joining their
cause. In this eye-opening book, some of the most respected researchers
in the country explode the myths behind much of the doom and gloom of
today's environmental movement. You will discover how the hysteria
about global warming, overpopulation, mass extinctions, imminent
famines, biotechnology, energy shortages, and more are grounded not in
reason but in false science and a fear of progress. When placed beside
the overwhelming facts, some of the most pervasive eco-myths crumble,
including: Myth: Antarctica is melting due to global warming-threatening to raise ocean levels Fact: Antarctica has been cooling--and
its glaciers thickening--for the past 30 years Myth: The global population
is growing faster than our ability toproduce food Fact: Global fertility
rates are falling dramatically, and with advanced technology, farmers are
producing more food using fewer resources than ever before Myth:
Solar- and wind-powered generators are a renewable, efficient, and less
intrusive alternative to gas-, oil-, and coal-burning generators Fact:
Global fossil fuel supplies are in no near-term danger of being depleted,
and a single 555-megawatt natural gas power plant produces more
electricity than 13,000 windmills Myth: Modern pesticides and fertilizers
are increasing the rates of cancer in humans Fact: No study has ever
shown that anyone has developed cancer from the legal application of
pesticides, and environmental pollution accounts for at most 2 percent of
all cancer cases versus 30 percent caused by tobacco use And many
more Ultimately, this book shows that uniting much of the environmental
movement is an agenda that is not so much anti-pollution as it is antihuman. "Global Warming and Other Eco-Myths lays out the "true state of
the planet, which, as you'll discover, is more healthy, vibrant, and clean
than ideologically motivated environmentalists want you to believe.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Western Civilization - Anthony
the-politically-incorrect-guide-to-global-warming

Esolen 2008-05-27
In The Politically Incorrect Guide™ to Western Civilization , Esolen
describes the cultures that formed Western civilization, and explains to
readers how each of them—from the Ancient Greeks and Romans, to the
Renaissance humanists—has shaped the world we live in today. The
latest work in the Politically Incorrect Guide (P.I.G.) series shows how
the West laid the cornerstones of all modern civilization, including
historical, artistic, and intellectual achievements.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Science - Tom Bethell 2005-11-25
"If the globe is warming, is mankind responsible, or is the sun?" Such a
statement does not appear out of place in Bethell's entertaining account
of how modern science is politically motivated and in desperate need of
oversight. Bethell writes in a compulsively readable style, and although
he provides legitimate insight into the potential benefits of nuclear
power and hormesis, some readers will be turned off when he attempts
to disprove global warming and especially evolution. Throughout the
book, Bethell makes questionable claims about subjects as varied as
AIDS ("careful U.S. studies had already shown that at least a thousand
sexual contacts are needed to achieve heterosexual transmission of the
virus") and extinction ("It is not possible definitely to attribute any given
extinction to human activity"), and backs up his arguments with
references to the music magazine SPIN and thriller-writer Michael
Crichton. Ironically, Bethell ends up proving his own premise by
producing a highly politicized account of how liberal intellectuals and
unchecked government agencies have created a "white-coated
priesthood" whose lust for grant money has driven them to produce
fearsome (but in Bethell's view, false) tales of ozone destruction and
AIDS pandemics. In the end, this book is unlikely to sway readers who
aren't already in Bethell's ideological camp, as any points worthy of
discussion get lost in the glut of unsourced claims that populate this
latest installment of "The Politically Incorrect Guide" series.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Hunting - Frank Miniter
2007-08-21
Why the Left's anti-hunting propaganda is dead wrong! Nothing is more
hated--and more misunderstood--by the trendy Left than hunting. But
now intrepid hunter and pro-hunting activist Frank Miniter sets the
record straight. In The Politically Incorrect Guide(tm) to Hunting, he
details the concrete benefits that hunting provides to all of us--even how
it helps the environment. Speaking with wildlife biologists, hunters,
farmers, anti-hunters, and victims of animal attacks, Miniter explains
how banning hunting negatively affects wildlife populations and
conservation. Miniter's fearless, politically incorrect take on hunting lays
out the facts that liberal enviro-nuts don't want you to know.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Catholicism - John Zmirak
2016-09-26
A book to challenge the status quo, spark a debate, and get people
talking about the issues and questions we face as a country!
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Christianity - Michael P. Foley
2017-11-20
You think you know about Christianity, but did you know... God likes
"organized religion"; it's clear from both the New and Old Testaments
Christians have always believed that men and women are equal The
correct pronoun for angels is "he" Science was stillborn everywhere
outside the Christian West Christianity, which first taught the world to
value victims, is now the victim of a victimhood culture Many "miracles"
are actually historical facts Famous atheists haven't been disinterested
seekers of truth, but indiviudals with "issues" of their own Planned
Parenthood kills more people every six days than the Spanish Inquisition
killed in 350 years Michael Foley is an associate professor of patristics in
the Great Texts Program at Baylor University. He is also the author of
Drinking with the Saints: The Sinner's Guide to a Holy Happy Hour.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Socialism - Kevin Williamson
2011-01-10
Argues that the same impulse for control that governed the Soviet Union
is present in the American health care and educational systems and that
socialism can never work because of human nature.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to the Civil War - H. W. Crocker, III
2008-10-21
The Politically Incorrect Guide to the Civil War is a joyful, myth-busting,
rebel yell that shatters today’s Leftist and demeaning stereotypes about
the South and the Civil War.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Climate Change - Marc Morano
2018-02-26
*Updated to include new section on the Green New Deal!* "The climate
scare ends with this book." —SEAN HANNITY "This book arms every
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independent-minded people, should certainly rise again!
The Skeptical Environmentalist - Bjørn Lomborg 2001-08-30
The Skeptical Environmentalist challenges widely held beliefs that the
environmental situation is getting worse and worse. The author, himself
a former member of Greenpeace, is critical of the way in which many
environmental organisations make selective and misleading use of the
scientific evidence. Using the best available statistical information from
internationally recognised research institutes, Bjørn Lomborg
systematically examines a range of major environmental problems that
feature prominently in headline news across the world. His arguments
are presented in non-technical, accessible language and are carefully
backed up by over 2500 footnotes allowing readers to check sources for
themselves. Concluding that there are more reasons for optimism than
pessimism, Bjørn Lomborg stresses the need for clear-headed
prioritisation of resources to tackle real, not imagined problems. The
Skeptical Environmentalist offers readers a non-partisan stocktaking
exercise that serves as a useful corrective to the more alarmist accounts
favoured by campaign groups and the media.

citizen with a comprehensive dossier on just how science, economics,
and politics have been distorted and corrupted in the name of saving the
planet." —MARK LEVIN Less freedom. More regulation. Higher costs.
Make no mistake: those are the surefire consequences of the modern
global warming campaign waged by political and cultural elites, who
have long ago abandoned fact-based science for dramatic fearmongering
in order to push increased central planning. The Politically Incorrect
Guide to Climate Change gives a voice -- backed by statistics, real-life
stories, and incontrovertible evidence -- to the millions of "deplorable"
Americans skeptical about the multibillion dollar "climate change"
complex, whose claims have time and time again been proven wrong.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to The South - Clint Johnson 2007-01-17
The latest installment in the New York Times bestselling Politically
Incorrect Guide series expands on the pro-South slant of the hugely
successful Politically Incorrect Guide to American History. Author Clint
Johnson shows why the South, with its emphasis on traditional values,
family, faith, military service, good manners, small government, and
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